FORMULA ONE AND
FOOTBALL TRASH TALK
Last week we opened up with discussion of the
stunning announcements of Sebastian Vettel and
Fernando Alonso to change teams for 2015. That
was a titanic sized announcement the likes of
arguably never seen before in F1, certainly not
with so many races left on the calendar. All
that was lead unto the Japanese Grand Prix at
Suzuka, which unfortunately was scheduled at the
same time a rather large typhoon was rolling in.
The conditions were horrible on track, and in
fact the first dozen or so laps were run at a
crawl behind the safety car.
And then unspeakable tragedy struck Adrian Sutil
went off course in his Sauber and a lap later,
young Jules Bianchi went off at the same exact
location and his Marussia car went into the side
of and under a tractor crane present to remove
Sutil’s car. frankly, it is so graphic that I am
not going to embed it, but if you want to see
it, it is here. It seems almost inconceivable
that Bianchi survived, but he has, although his
condition is grim and with serious head trauma.
The accident has cast a pall over this weekend’s
inaugural Russian Grand Prix in Sochi. Team
Marussia will run only a single car for the
race, a dedication to a down teammate not seen
since Damon Hill of Williams ran solo after the
death of Aryton Senna 20 years ago. Bianchi is
young, personable and a fantastic up and coming
driving talent. Get well Jules.
Baseball is back, and there was yet another
extra inning barnburner involving the Kansas
City Royals last night, with the Royals pulling
out the win – again – on the road in ten
innings. Today is game two between the Royals
and Orioles, and the start of the NLCS between
San Francisco and St. Louis. MLB has been
incredible this October.
Hey, who would have thought the road to the

college football national championship would run
through Starkville and the Mississippi state
Bulldogs? But today it does as the second ranked
Auburn Tigers come to town to face the third
ranked Bulldogs. Mississippi State has beaten
LSU and Texas A & M in back to back weeks. Can
they beat Auburn too? Tall order, not so sure
about that, but should be one heck of a game.
The aforementioned Aggies host the ‘Ole Miss
Rebels, and may be in danger of losing two in a
row after a hot start. Two other games are huge,
and in the Pac-12. Oregon at UCLA and USC at
Arizona are both big games with huge post season
implications.
In the pros, Dallas at Seattle looks like the
best matchup of the weekend. Dallas is way
better than people thought, and their defense
and running game are really coming into their
own. But Seattle at home is a tough hill to
climb, don’t think the ‘Boys have enough juice
for that. Giants at Eagles also could be decent.
Giants have looked better last couple of weeks,
but I will take Nick Foles over Bad Eli here.
Pats at Bills, Steelers at Browns and Skins at
Cardinals also may have interest.
What you have to talk about?

